Annual Report 2020
Introduction
This is the Annual Report 2020 of Symbulon Charitable Trust.
The basic aim is supporting extracurricular activities and initiatives for the purpose of
improving the lives of disadvantaged children in rural areas of South Africa, focussing on
initiatives in the field of dance, music and theatre in McGregor and vicinity.

McGregor

Extracurricular private initiatives give hope of a better future to disadvantaged children.
They remove them from their isolation, improve personal development, enhance social
skills, a healthy life style, linguistic skills, motivation, concentration, eagerness to learn,
increasing experiences on several levels, broadening horizons.
The name „Symbulon” is composed out of the two ancient Greek words συμβάλλομαι
(symballomai) and συμβούλομαι (symboulomai) which combine „bringing together” and
„support”. Stichting/Trust Symbulon intends to bring together donors with disadvantaged
children and support projects committed to that good cause.
Symbulon Charitable Trust got its approvals in South Africa in 2020:
NPO, a Non Profit Organisation (Reg. Nr. 245-052)
PBO, Public Benefit Organisation (Reg. Nr. 93007071).
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The Board
The board consists of 5 members:
• Jan Graat, chairman and founder
• Caroline van de Velde, treasurer/secretary
• Louise van Riet, architect
• Anne Binos, artist
• Ockert Jonker, conveyancer
2020 was a special year because of the sudden attack of COVID-19 which has aﬀected
all of us, all over the world. Due to this, the board had a limited number of meetings. In
order to take decisions and fine-tune policy the members have had several e-mail
contacts and one Zoom meeting together with the South-African Trustees and the Dutch
Board.
Board members have power of control and insight in finances. The Annual financial
statement, made up by a Certified Accountant, was presented to the board members and
approved by them.

Objectives in 2020
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Financial and tangible support for existing projects
Video productions for promotions and finding funds
Networking for promotions and finding funds
PBO registration for tax deductibility of donations plus exemption of income tax
Organisation of activities
New research for building a studio and optionally cooperation with an other NPO
Creating separate web sites: English for South Africa and Dutch for The Netherlands

Activities in 2020
In February our Dutch Board member from Stichting Symbulon in The Netherlands visited
McGregor to learn more about with the projects we support.
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An overview of the projects we support:
First Step Ballet McGregor (FSBM)
1. André Rieu donated a minibus. The children
from farms, living outside the village can now
come to the ballet classes. Symbulon took care
of the licensing and insurance.
2. Thanks to donations from André Rieu, “Vrienden
van Symbulon” in The Netherlands and „Friends
of Symbulon” in South Africa, we were able to make a substantial donation.
3. Diﬀerent video productions are created; these can be seen on our web site
www.symbulon.co.za
4. Costumes, shoes, training material and a sewing machine were donated.

Zolani Youth Choir
In addition to a video of the choir, we donated
money to participate in the World Choir Games
2020 in Bruxelles, Belgium. Unfortunately due
to COVID-19 this trip had to be cancelled.

Fairy Tale with Rune Alver for children of the Breede
Centre and FSBM
The Norwegian pianist Rune Alver visited McGregor and
oﬀered to tell children a fairy tale. Free of charge, we
could invite the children in Wahnfried for an enjoyable
afternoon. Before entering the building the children
walked in the garden, listening to an exiting story. Two
short video’s also can be seen on our website.
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Mother tongue
A video production had to be postponed due to COVID-19.
Worst End Theatre Company in McGregor
Also due to COVID-19, the performance and video registration of the musical
Oliver had to be cancelled.
The Breede Centre
A set of promotion video
productions of several
Breede Centre activities is
planned for near future.

Public Relations and Communication were important in 2020. We changed to an other
service provider to cut costs and to be able to have separately a Dutch and an English
web site. In 2020 four English-language Newsletters have been published on our website
and also send to our “Friends of Symbulon” in South Africa.
We worked hard to realise the building of a new Dance Studio, donated by Andre Rieu,
and we were almost there; the fact that two neighbours were not prepared to cooperate
and have been successful in stopping the plans has been perceived as quite painful.
Obtaining permission from SARS for tax deductibility of donations in South Africa has
been achieved.

Plans for 2021
1.
2.
3.
4.

To continue financial and tangible support for existing projects.
To find new projects.
To continuo networking and producing videos for promotions and finding funds.
Find out about options for building a studio.

Financial notes:
Finding funding in 2020 was diﬃcult.
We were happy to receive a donation of GBP 500 from the W.A. Herbert Trust in the UK.
We also received € 50.000,- from Andre Rieu, € 3.670,- from “Vrienden van Symbulon” in
The Netherlands, and ZAR 13,000.- from “Friends of Symbulon” in South Africa.
For 2020 a contribution of more than ZAR 250,429.- has ben done to FSBM.This was
based on their activity plan and proposed budget. An amount of a little over ZAR
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600,000.- we earmarked for Insurance and maintenance of the minibus, and as savings
for a Dance Studio hopefully to be build in the future.
An annual financial stament has been drafted by a certified accountant.

Words of Thanks
In Europe:
André & Marjorie Rieu - for their generous contributions.
W.A. Herbert Trust - for their special donation.
All donors - for their donations, and eﬀorts to mobilise their network.

In South Africa:
Police McGregor - for a safe parking of the bus.
And THANKS to the many we did not mention by name in this survey.

Thank you for reading our Annual Report
Symbulon,
McGregor, 8 May 2021
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